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ABSTRACT
'The wsiithat children construct the representation

they use to selve,traSsitive inference, problems was examined.'
Forty-eight childrei 4.5 'to 5. years old and'48 children 6 to 7 years
old were asked to leain'either a three-item series or a four-item
nonseries. They were ked to'learn the relationships between
different colors of f es that were all the same size; on each trial,
they were asked which ce was igger or which face was smaller.

,During the testing phas two v sual feedback conditions were
included to, provide a.teit of whether children use absolute seize

', information to pnswer the inference question. In the linguistic
.feedbak condition, the child was told which face was bigger,or
.smaller. It swas found thatitthe linguistic condition was harder than
the visual absolute condition. Overall, the findings suggest that

. children do not remember absolute size information. Older children
appeared more successful than younger(children in learning the
premise,paiis in the series condition. Younger children were more
successful in learning the-premise.pairs in the nonseries condition
than in the series condition. The nonseries was easily learned by
both groups since it did not have a common middle term and did not
require seriation skills. The main conclusion is that"there are
developmental changes in children's abilities tb order a series. It
appears that children can us,trial-and-error processes to learn a
series and that they can use a'linear order to make inferences.
Implications of the findings to views.proposed by Piaget and by
Trabasso are also addressed. (SW)
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.--1 The Development of the Ability to Make Transitive Inferences*

17%
Belinda Blevins and- Robert G.' Cooper, Jr.

University of 4-exas, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

According to Piaget (Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960), preoperational .

_children cannot solve transitive inference problems because they lack the %.

-necessary logical abilities. Bryant and Trabasso (1971) have challenged this

erclaim contending that the failure of many children,on such problems is due
w

to an inability to remember'the premise items.

Trabass has done several other studies on both children and adults

(for a review see Trabasso, 1977), and from this work he has concluded Kt

adults and children solve inference problems in the same way.. First, they

represent the premise information using a linear order, and than they read -

(

off this linear order 'to make an inference. Although Trabasso interprets

tnis model as being anti-Piagetian, Piaget would probably have been more
0

interested in how children
tc
onstruct a linear order than in whether they use

a linear order to solve the inference problem (Breslow, 1981)has reached a
I.

similar conclusion). A

The crucial issue, then, in examining the. development of transitivity

centers around how children construct the representation they use to solve

co trans itive inference problems. Trabasso's contribution has been to show

cy
tnat children and adults can use linear orders to,make transitive inferences.

, However, he has not convincingly deionstrated that children and adults
P

construct the linear order in the same way.
-

*
Presented at the meeting.of

A
the Jean,Piaget Society'in Philadelphia, May 1981?
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We have developed a three-stage model which synthesizes Trabsso's

claims that children and adults can use a linear order to wake transitive

inferences and pi agetak thit children's seri ation skills change wi th

age. This model is outlined in Table 1. Level1 is called Use. At this'

level, i a linear order is presents before a chi'ld, the child can make .

. . .

comparisons between the items. But the child cannot represent the Order

mentally if the items are not physically present and' ordered., Level 2 is

ca)led Representation. At this level, the child is able to represent series

informatt&n, but is unable to construct a series except through a trial -and-

error process'. Such a child is able to use the representation to make!

comparisons between two items. Level 3 is .called ,Construction; and at this

-level the child can represent a series and can construct a series using an

e

algorithm. (

The experimeht,that Pm going to report here will focus on the distinction °./----7

between the last two Stages, since this is where the predictions about series

,
construction are made. A secohd aim of the study was to ,try to account for

,

t. r
4.

io" ' the ,differences between the linguistic and visual feedback conditions used

in the Bryant and irabassb para digm. In this piradigin children are given

either eli'sfial feedba.tk--they 'see the objects yhith vary on the dirfe-iision

-.."-to'be rememberedor linguistic fbedback--they are told if they are right

Orlvrong. .Une problem -with using visual feedback to test-children's_
"

inter'encemaking abi i des=. is that the 'chi 1 dren could be remembering

the absolute sizes of the objects and using thjs information to make

. .

comparisoris!rather than making an inference. Althbugh there is evidente
..

.

.. 4 .

that some )(bung-children. can make inferences when given linguistic feedback,

. .

\ , ' performancein the visual feedback conditions has been consistently higher.

4
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In ord r to examine how children construct the representation-they use

to solve tra sitiNe inference problems, children were asked to learn

either a three-item series,' A> B. C, dr a four-item nonseries, A> B, C), D.

There is the same number of. relationships to be remembered in,the series

and nonserieS so any difference in learning time is due .to the nature of. the

information to be remembered.

The experimental task was divided into two phases:, a training phase

and a testing phase; During traning, the children learned the premises .

'in either the series or no nseries condition- to a criterion of 8 out of .10

blocks correct. Each block contained one trial for each premise. Trditiing

was stopped if the child Mid not'reached criterion by 27 blocks'. During

training the children were:asked to. learn the re lationships between different 'I
C ,

colors of faces which were ail the same size., On each trial they were

asked which-face was btgger or which 'fpce was smaller. After the children,

.-
. r \.

. .... ,

responded they were given one of three forms of 'feedback. In the linguistic

..
condition the child was told which face itias bigger or smaller. In the

visnal absolute feedback condition the child was told whiGh face was

bigger or smaller and shown a picture,of two dolls which had the same faces

the child had seen earlier. The sizes of the dolls are,shown in Figure 1.

The dolls are repre tinted as sticks- because of the artistic 1-imitations of

the authors. In the "visual, relative 'feedback ,condition the 'child was ,told

which face was aigger,or smaller andshown d-picture Of the dolls. The sizes

of these dolls are also in 1. -.

4 ,

The two visual feedback conditians were intlUded to provide a test

of whether .children do use absolute size information to answer, the inferende

.1
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question. If they use absolute size information, then they do not have' to

rely on what they know about the coficeptual relationships" between the items.

Notice that in the nonseries, usual absolUte condition the dolls actually

form a series. If children remoter absolute size information they will

respond in accordance with this series when they are asked about the ABC

and 3;D comparisons. After the children reached criterion they entered the

testing phase. In the testing phase children were not liven feedback. In

all cases, 'children were tested on the premise pairs and possible inferences

in the absence of feedback. Because of time constraints only the testing

-!-data concerning the visualtalesolute nonseries condition will be reported.

The inference data, however, suppoft Bryant and Trabasso's claim that if

children do \remember the premises they are correct, on the inference trials.

Forty-eight 41/2-to 51/2-year-olds and 48 to 7-year-olds werg tested.

Equal-numbers of both'sexes were included in each age group. Half the

children in each age group were asked to learn a series, and half a nonseries.

In both conditions the children received either visual relative, V,Ssual

absolute, or linguistic feedback: During training and testing the children

were asked which face was smaller on half the trials and which face was

bigger on the other half. The position of the correct answer was counter-

balanced across trils.

I will first revie4

4 feedback conditions upbn

concerning developmental

the children learned the

e

Results ,and Discussion

the results concerning the effects of the three

learning the series and'nonseries, then results

differences, and finally results concerning how,

series and nonseries problems. Unless otherwise

5
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to reach criterion.

An examination of the learning data revealed that the linguistic copdition

was 'harder_than the Visual absolute condition, just as in the Bryan
2.

Trabasso study. 'But the -difference between the visual absolute and)4sUai

relative conditions was not 'significant, suggesti that the avail ibi lity

of absolute size information is na what leads to the ease of learning '

thepremise pairs in the visual absolute feedback Condition (see Table 3).

There was no. indication that children responded in accordance with the

linear order formed by the.absolute sizes of the figures, in the testing

phase on the nonseries visual absolute feedback condition. Both bf

these pieces of data suggest that children do not remember absolute size

information.

An examination of the learning data revealed that the older children

were moresuccessfill that the younger children in learning the premise

pairs in the 'series Gonditton. Younger children were more successful

in learning the premise pairs in the nonseries icortdition than in the series

condition. :These results, are shownin Table 2.

This- type of result is not easily explained by Trabasso's theort,

because, he.uredtcts that everyone handles series information in the

,

same way. But it can be explained by our 'model. The nature of the

training is sUCh.that the reversiblelature of the middle term is

emphasized in the series. This, means that the middle term, B, has two
'e

labels: 'When it is:witiiA, 'it has the label "smaller"; 'and when it Is
" , ..

4, -.
.:

.

. with C, i has the label "bigger", 'The children in Level 2( Representation: ,
&,,,I

kho lack teration skills have a tier:Et time dealing, with this information
. .

ge
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because it seems to them to be conflicting. information. Children

. at Level 3: Construction have seriat n skills, and they do not have difficulty,
with ,the middle term. The nonseries

since

easily feyned by both g AupS
. , t ,- . .

since it dOes not have a common middle term and does not require sedation

skills.

We examined the errors the children made in learning the series

and nonseries problems to determine whether, as predicted, children could

'learn the pr.emises by trial-and-error. In this analysis we only examined

children who made errors and were in 'training for more than 10 blocks.'

This included 34 of 48 children, the other 14 children *ere' judged to have

learned the series using algorithmic processes. Thirty-one of the children'

4

in training for more than 10 blocks, appeared to be using trialLand-error

processes and the other three seemed. to have made errors due to such

factors as inattention. The data for the different patterns characterizing
t

learning are in Table 4. Three different trial-and-error patternt were:

identified. One'pattern is *that children seemed to go through a brief trial-

and-error proces's before recognizing the series. Five children -1W the''series

condition fell into this.category. Children in this category made five or\

fewer errors so it was not possible to characterize the nature of this trial-

and-error proceSs. Two trial-and-error patterns were identified for those

children who 4nade five or more errors while learning the series. Theifirit

is that dne of the premise pairs was correct at least 67% of the .tine'
41,

1

(pattern # 4 in Table 4).. The second is that performance on each premise
-

ranged between 40% to 60% correct (pattern #5 in Table ,5j. Children

11
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who showed the first pattern type (#4) were significantly more likely

to reach criterion on the series problem than those showing the second

pattern type (#5).. Pattern #4 is more effiCient than the other pattern.

\\

Children only have to testtwo combinations,of relationships if they have

one preTise nailed dOwil. For example, if a child knOws A>,, he or she

only has to figure out whither B,C or B4C. Ws efficiency
4

explanation

could be the reason mdre children'classified into this pattern reached

criterion, o' it could be that children who, failed to reach criterion

did not possess the ability to recognize a series.

The main conclusion which can be drawn from the part of this research

that I've presented, is that there are developmental changes in children's

abilities,to,order a series. This result is consistent with Trabasso's

claim that children can use a linear orderto make inferences, but inconsistent

with his claim that them are no developmental changes in the way children

hard series information. It is consistent with Piagetian claims that

chil4en can use trial-and-error processes to learn a series and consistent

with the claims of the three-stage model that chkdren can learn a series

through a trial-and-error processes and use the representation of a series

to.makvinferences.

P
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Figure 1. Schematic of the types of visual feedbaCk used.
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'Table 1

MO

Three-Stage Deitelopmental Model for Transitivity
. .

Level 1: Use can make comparisons between different

Level 2: Repres,entaticgi

Level 3': Construction

sized objects in a physically present
series; cannot represent a series

can represent a series;
cannot construct a series, except through
a trial-and-error process

ttan represent a series
can construct a series using an algorithm

Table 2 .
Trials to Criterion-for the ac, and Relationship Conditions

.

Series Nonseries

41/2- to 51year- 21.667 a 12.625

olds

6- to 7-year-
olds

,

14.417 11.958

a range 8 to 27, this cell is siOificant13 different from each

of the other Celts. (2. < .05)

10
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Table 3.

. .
. .

,
Trials to Criterion for the Feedback Conditions

IL 4

Linguistic

Visual Re lative

Visual Absolute.

a
range 8 to 27

17.094 4

15.500

12.906

\ Table 4
s

I. Patterns vIhich Characterize How Chifdrenft
Learn a Series .

Type of Pattern Nunter, of Chi 1 dren

1. Algorithmic pattern -- reach critd'tion 14

in less than 10 blocks

2. Inattention 'pattern-- get 4 blocks in 3

a row correct before the last 10 blocks

3. Brief trjal-and-error patteyn -- made
fewer than 5` errors and todk,mbre than
10 blocks to reach criterion

,
5 .

'.

4. L.enghty trial and error .Pattern (A) --
. took more than 10 blocks to reach

criterion, made more than 5 errors, ,.:
at least 67% correct on one premise
pair (67% errors on the Qther premise
pair)

5. Lengthy -trial and error pattern (B) --
took more than 10 bltcks to -reach
criterion, made more thatv 5 errors,
be*,veen 40% to 60% correct on both -

premise pairs (errors-equally likely on .

both premise pairs)

4

%

5(2)3

4 (15)

4

a
Numbers in parentheses indicate those not reaching criterion.

A.

I

. Table 5

Inference and Premise Perfohnance in the,Series -Condi tiOn
*.

Premise performance

-Inference performance

90.72% correct

93.55% correct

1

0
0


